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CSE 5A 

Introduction To Programming (C/C++) 
 

Homework 7 
Read Chapter 9 Due: Friday, November 30 by 6:00pm 
 

Create a new folder named HW7 (note uppercase HW7) in your cs5f@ieng9 Home Directory. Copy your 
HW6/hw6.c file (right-click on your hw6.c file and select Copy). Go to your new HW7 folder and Paste the 
copy of your hw6.c file in HW7 folder. Rename that file in HW7 to hw7.c (right-click on the hw6.c file in your 
HW7 folder and select Rename; highlight the '6' and change it to '7'). Feel free to ask the tutors on duty in the 
lab for help. 
 

hw7.c is a modification of hw6 using structures instead of arrays to keep track of what denominations of bills 
and coins to give as change. hw7 adds the option of returning $2 bills and $1 coins based on user input. 
 
hw7 will be a program using several functions, two structures representing how many bills and coins of various 
denominations are required for change, and some simple calculations and casts. The program will prompt the 
user to enter the number of items to be purchased, the cost of each item, display an invoice based on the values 
input by the user, prompt the user for the payment amount, calculate the change owed the user, and display the 
change as the number of various dollar bill denominations and various coin denominations. 
 
$2 bills and $1 coins are optional change denominations – you are to ask the user if she/he wishes to receive $2 
bills in change and whether she/he wishes to receive $1 coins instead of $1 bills in change ONLY IF THE 
CHANGE WOULD SUPPORT THESE OPTIONS. The user may answer Yes to one and No to the other 
(any combination of Yes/No to these two questions are possible). No to both questions should produce the same 
output as hw6. 
 
Use scanf() of a single character and check for 'Y' or 'y' (upper- or lower-case) to denote Yes. Any other 
character should be interpreted as No.  Since you are intermixing reading numeric values and characters with 
scanf(), be sure to eat the previous newline character before each character input. 
 
Your output is expected to be the same as the example hw7.exe executable provided in the public/Examples 
directory.  
 
Instead of using two arrays to keep track of the number of various denominations of bills and coins, use two 

structs: struct billDenominations and struct coinDenominations.   
 
 
Be sure to modify any header comment info to reflect hw7 vs. hw6 and the new makeChange... and 
displayChange... functions. 
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Let us start with an example execution of the program (user input is in bold): 
 

Welcome to the Freud Store! 

 

How many plush stuffed Pavlov's Dogs would you like to buy? 

5 

 

How much do you think your mother would pay for each one? 

Dollars: 1 
Cents: 23 

 

Your Invoice Statement: 

        Subtotal: $    6.15 

        Tax:      $    0.43 

                  --------- 

        Total:    $    6.58 

 

How much money are you giving me to pay for this invoice? 

Dollars: 8 
Cents: 68 

 

Your change is $2.10: 

 

Do you want any $2 bills in your change? (Y/N) 

y 

 

1       $2 bill(s) 

1       Dime coin(s) 

 
 
Welcome to the Freud Store! 

 

How many plush stuffed Pavlov's Dogs would you like to buy? 

5 

 

How much do you think your mother would pay for each one? 

Dollars: 1 

Cents: 23 

 

Your Invoice Statement: 

        Subtotal: $    6.15 

        Tax:      $    0.43 

                  --------- 

        Total:    $    6.58 

 

How much money are you giving me to pay for this invoice? 

Dollars: 8 

Cents: 68 

 

Your change is $2.10: 

 

Do you want any $2 bills in your change? (Y/N) 

N 

 

Do you want any $1 coins in your change? (Y/N) 

Y 

 

2       $1 coin(s) 

1       Dime coin(s) 
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The dollar bill denominations will be: $100, $50, $20, $10, $5, $2, and $1 (used for both $1 bill and $1 coin) 

The coin denominations will be: Half Dollar (50¢), Quarter (25¢), Dime (10¢), Nickel (5¢), and Penny (1¢) 

 
The number of each denomination will be maintained in the structures struct billDenominations and struct 
coinDenominations, respectively 
 
Follow the same general outline of HW6 available on-line. 
(See the output above and the sample executable for exact wording of prompts and other output/format.) 
 
Here are the function prototypes you must use (besides your main() function) for the functions you write: 
 
int readInteger( int minValue );      /* Same as hw6 */ 
void displayInvoice( int subTotal, int tax, int total );  /* Same as hw6 */ 
struct billDenominations makeChangeInBills( struct billDenominations bills, int dollars ); 
struct coinDenominations makeChangeInCoins( struct coinDenominations coins, int cents ); 
void displayChangeInBills( struct billDenominations bills ); 
void displayChangeInCoins( struct coinDenominations coins ); 

 
The main purpose of this assignment is to learn more about using structures and functions. 
 
Please also go to a Discussion Section to learn more about how to complete this programming assignment. 
 

Function Details 

 

int readInteger( int minValue ); 

void displayInvoice( int subTotal, int tax, int total ); 

These three should be the same as HW6. 
 

struct billDenominations makeChangeInBills( struct billDenominations bills, int dollars ); 

Ask the user if she/he wishes to receive $2 bills in change and whether she/he wishes to receive $1 coins 
instead of $1 bills in change ONLY IF THE CHANGE WOULD SUPPORT THESE OPTIONS. The user 
may answer Yes to one and No to the other (any combination of Yes/No to these two questions are possible).  
 
Use scanf() of a single character and check for 'Y' or 'y' (upper- or lower-case) to denote Yes. Any other 
character should be interpreted as No.  Since you are intermixing reading numeric values and characters with 
scanf(), be sure to eat the newline character after each input [after every scanf() have a getchar()]. 
 

struct coinDenominations makeChangeInCoins( struct coinDenominations coins, int cents ); 

Both the makeChange...() functions modify the struct argument and return this modified (filled in) struct. 

 

void displayChangeInBills( struct billDenominations bills ); 

void displayChangeInCoins( struct coinDenominations coins ); 

Note that if the user wants $1 coins, do not specify any $1 bills in the change and vice versa. 

 

We will automatically collect your HW7/hw7.c files from your cs5f course specific home directories on ieng9 
at 6pm on Friday.  Make sure your HW7 project is stored in your cs5f home directory folder.  If you have any 
questions/problems with this, see one of the tutors or the instructor. 
 
Follow the commenting style outlined in the example full listing attached to the Functions notes. In particular, a 
file header comment is required, each function requires a header comment, and each logical block of code 
requires a block comment. 
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Follow proper indentation and coding style as outlined in class. Use judicious use of #define statements instead 
of hardcoding. 
 
 
I will place a sample executable in the Class Resources / cs5f Public directory under Examples folder 
 

 hw7.exe 

START EARLY!!! 
 

EXTRA CREDIT (5%) 

 
For 5% extra credit, complete this HW by 6:00 pm on Thursday, Nov. 29.  The date of your last file save will be 
used to determine whether you earn the extra credit.  You can always make changes to your hw7.c up to the 
regular due date/time, but any changes made after 6:00 pm on Nov. 29 will automatically forfeit extra credit. 
 
 
 

More Examples: 

 
Welcome to the Freud Store! 

 

How many plush stuffed Pavlov's Dogs would you like to buy? 

5 

 

How much do you think your mother would pay for each one? 

Dollars: 1 
Cents: 23 

 

Your Invoice Statement: 

        Subtotal: $    6.15 

        Tax:      $    0.43 

                  --------- 

        Total:    $    6.58 

 

How much money are you giving me to pay for this invoice? 

Dollars: 9 
Cents: 70 

 

Your change is $3.12: 

 

Do you want any $2 bills in your change? (Y/N) 

y 

 

Do you want any $1 coins in your change? (Y/N) 

y 

 

1       $2 bill(s) 

1       $1 coin(s) 

1       Dime coin(s) 

2       Penny coin(s) 
 


